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ITECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X- 64962
DiSTRIBUTIONANDMOMENTSOFRADIALERROR
SUMMARY
The distribution and moments of r = (X 2 + y2)1/2, where X and Y are
normally distributed random variables, are considered in this report. This dis-
tribution is the so-called generalized Rayleigh distribution which has many
applications in the study of wind shear, random noise, and radar.
Section I, Introduction, is a derivation of the most general formula in
the two-dimensional case, following the work of Weil [1], Yadavalli [21, Miller
et al.[3], and Smith [4]. Two special cases are then considered, for which
tabulation of the moments and probability distribution functions is included as an
appendix. Finally, following Miller [5J, the multidimensional case is considered
in Section 1V, where a somewhat specialized formula is derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let X 1 and Y1 be normally distributed random variables. Since inde-
pendent (uncorrelated) variables simplify computation considerably, the axes
are rotated by the appropriate angle 0 to obtain zero correlation between X and Y.
This transformation is given by
X = X lcos¢ + Ylsin
(1)
Y = -XI sin_ + Yic°s_
where tan _ = 2pa 1 a2/(al 2+ a_2 ) and p is the correlation coefficient between





Now, X and Y have the bivariate normal distribution g_ven by
- e , (2)
where X, Y and a/,ay 2 are the means and variances of X m.d Y.
Now, change to polar coordinates and integrate over 0 to 2r to get the
marginal distribution of r= (X 2+ y2)I/2. Let X= rcos 0 and Y= rsin0 in
1
1 (1-cos 20) and cos 20 =_ (1+equation (2) and use the identities sin 2 0 =
cos 20 ). After simplifying, we have
-GI r2
_0 re }_ r 2 cos 2_+ arcos0+ brsin0





(yX2 + Gy 2









and _ is the Jacobian of the transformation.
From the weU-known generating function
,- z (t- l/t) _ j(z) t"e --- t
1T=- co
we obtain the identities




Zcos0 _ In ni0 (5)e = (Z) e •
I1==- co
Substitutionofequations(4) and (5) intoequation(3) yields
S
3nil
-c_ r 2 iO(2k+nwn) +
• V dO 6
i -J .J ( ) (ar) (br)e •
g(r) = 2_ 0J k=_o o m=__o iv__o Ik
3 i
1976004702-009
Since each of the summations in the integrand converges uniformly, the
order of integratior, and summation may be interchanged. Also, since g(r) is
purely real, the imaginary comporent in equation (6) must vanish. EquaUon
(6) is zeal when 2k+m+n=0 and n= 2t for integer _. Hence, -m= 2k+2t
3_i_ t
and, noting that e = (-1) , equation (6) becomes
a
-a lr 2 _ co
g(r) = a0re _ _ (-i) Ik(r2a2)I2k_2t(ar) 12t(br) . (7)k=- _ _=-_
From Watson [6J we find the identity (which is a form of Graf's formula)
Iv(w) cos v_ = _ (-1)rely+re(Z)Im(Z) cos mO ,
m=-=o
where
Z - _ cos¢ = _ cos_
and




Letting _= _/2, Z= ar, and _-- br results in w= r(a2+b 2)I/2and tan_=
b/a, and using the factthat I n(Z ) = In(Z ) , equation (7) may be written as






c_1 - 4aXZ ay 2
O'X - O'y2
_2 = 4,,x_ay2 P
_3 = + 9
i .
t
I and Ik(Z) deno1_es the modified Besael function of the first kind of order k.
_ .
i We have again IJsted s o , a I , and _2 for reference, i
i ° l
1976004702-011
Now equation(85 holdsforour rotated(Independent5 variables;tnobtain
theanalogousexpressionfor rI--(XI2+ YI2)I/2where X I and YI may be
correlated,applytheinversetransformationof equation(15 and, aftersome
algebraicsimplification,
g(rl) = _0 r e Io(a2rl2) Io(e3rl 5 + 2 Ik(a2rl2) I2k(_3rl) cos 2kg,k=l
(9)
(r12+0"2
ai = 4(1-p 2)al 2 a2z
o12_ (r2+ 4p2 (y12(y2
a2 = 4( 1-p z) _12 a22
ax_Y = a1%(i-p_51/2,
(_X2 + O'y2 = O"2 + 9]. a22
and
= _1iax: * ":"Y252c_(1,2)2 +_Y2 ((°x+ -4aX2ayZ(1-_2)]I/_} '
where al takesthepositiveroot,c_ thenegativeroot,and cb , aa, and tan¢
are as explainedpreviously.
Because of the alxmdance of parameters in these most general cases,
tabulation of the probability distribuUon functions and the moments is not prac-
tical. Instead, two important specie& cases were selected in which these






Let X and Y be independentGaussian random variableshavingzero
means, _ --_'= 0. T:,enfrom equation18) we have
X Y 2
,o o ,x:]r e r,<r>_=.,<o_\,oxoY/ Lt_) <,o>
and _, the kth noncentral moment, can be written as
=rk+l-: I_-7+ °'x _x' r'
.1_ = of _ I° - dr . (11)
Letting /3= _X/cry and making the change of variable t = r/ax, equaUun (11)becomes
,'_ <'_<'<.os" +' 'o _-:l,'' = e dt , (12)
which from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [71 or Miller [51 is expressed in closed
form as
' axkfl2-k1_+ 1) k+4








where r(z) is the well-known gamma function and 2Fl(a,b;c;Z) denotes the
hypergeometric function. The central, moments can be found by using the
rec-jrrence relation
_tk #k l_Uk-l# +**" + (-1)i _t__i_ti k-1 k
(14)
where _k is the kth central momcnt and _ = _l is the mean. Explicitly,
_4= ul- _ + 6_ 2 - 3_4 •
The values of #, #2, _3, _4, _, _], #_, xf'_2, and _/_'_2 are tabulated
in the appendix (Tables A-1 and A-2) for unit variance in X, (a x = 1). Thus,k
' for k= 1,2,3,4 must be multiplied by ax ,the tabulated values of Pk' Pk
the standard deviation _f_-_2must be multiplied by aX' and the coefficient of
variation _/'_2 is a unitless quantity which is correct as tabulated.
To determine the l:robabflity distlibution function of r, make the change
of variable t = r/a X in equation (10) and, as b_fore, let fl = aX/a Y. Then,
_1





and the probability distribution function of t is
1
F(s): pf te I dt . (17)
0 o
Values of F(s) for different values of fi and s have been tabulated in Table
A-3. To utilize the table, make use of the conversion formula
Pr(r<-s) = Pr -_ = r . (lS)
Note that in all the tables mentioned, only values of fl >-1 have been
tabulated since it is always possible to assume ax ->_ay. Another special case
will now be considered for which tabulation of the various statistics was con-
venient and valuable.
III. SECONDSPECIALCASE
Let X and Y be independent random variables having a normal distri-
bution with equal variances, aX = a¥ = or. Then, from equation (8)
r - 2ff 2 -2--'o_ 2+
g(r) = _ e e Io a2 r . (19)
The kth noncentral moment of r r "y then be written as
_22+72) r 2 [_/2 rl
_ L ,
cO






which from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [7] is, after some simplification,
_k=' e- 2__ (_2)k/2 r 1 1\_-; 1; 2_" /
where 1Fl(a;b;Z) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function (Kummer's
function). Let X2=_2+ _2
a-_ ; then equation (21) becomes
#k = e F _ 1F1 _; 1; . (22)
Again the central moments can be found using cquations (14) and (15). It might
be noted that the second noncentrvJ moment simplifies considerably to _ 2=
a2(2+}, 2) .
Values of U_., Pk for k= 1,2,3,4,\ U--2, and f'[\-_2 have been tabuiated
= . ' and Pkin Tables A-4 and A-5 for _ 1 Thus, the tabulated values of Pkk
must be multiplied by _ , \_--2 by _, and r---_/\ _2 is correct as tat 'ated.
To find the probability distribution function, let h2 _2 + "_2
= _ in equation
(19) and make a change to the standardized variable t r/a Then, d_
and
-X2/2 / -t2/2F(s) = e te Io(Xt) dt . (23)
0
Values of F(s) have been tabulated in Table A-6 for various values of
s and k. Since this is the probability distribution of t, when using the tables
utilize the formula





When _ = 0, the distribution of r is that of the "classical" Rayleigh
r 2
" r -2_ff
g(r) = _ e
and has mean a \'n_-/2 and variance 2a 2 - a2------E_This coincides exactly with the2 "
case where X = Y = 0 and fl = 1. The graphs of the density functions have
been supplied in the appendix for both special cases for various values of the
parameters fl and k, assuming unit variance in X and Y.
We now discuss a generalization of this special case to n-dimensions,
essential!y the only case where such a generalization has been completely
successful.
IV. A NOTEONTHEN-DIMENSIONALCASE
Let X = { x2' ' Xn an Xl' ... } be a random column vector, where the x.
are palrwise independent Gaussian random variates, with mean vector A
n
{xl' x2' "°" ' Xn} and positive definite diagonal covarianee matrix a 2En,
when E is the n × n identity matrix° We wish to determine the density
n
function of r = (x12 + x22 + ... + x 2) 1/2. The density function of X is given
by n n
1
1 - _ (Xn-An)'(Xn-An)
f(Xn) (2_r) n/n an e , (25)
,, where the prime denotes matrix transposition. Notice that
! " (Xn-An)'(Xn-An) = (r 2+ a2) - 2X'A





az = _12 + _22 + ... + _ 2n
thus_
(r2 + a2) 1_.. 1
- 2a 2 crz X;A n _ X n'An
f(Xn ) e- e = _e . (26)n/2 n
Now, introduce a complete orthonormal set of vectors e l, e2, ..., en so th.
e I is in the direction of A . If ¢1 is the angle between A and X and II iin n n
denotes norm, we have the inner product
X'A = IlK IlllA 1] cos9 = racos91n n n n 1
Now, make the change to polar coordinates and integrate over the range
of the n-1 angles 91, 02 , ..., 9n_l. The transformation is given by
i-1
xi = rco';gi lI sin gj for 1 <=i g n-1 _ 0 < ¢i <- _ forj=l
0 <i<n-2
n-1









The density function of r is thus given by
ra cos _17r n-2 7r 27r
n-1 as n-2




I (z) = f e _in 0d0
and from Magnus, Oberhettinger, and Soni [8],
f sin n-l-k
CkdCk = B_n2 k' 1) _ I'(_) '0
where B( a, b) is the Beta function.
Applying these identities to g(r) ,
( r 2+ as}
- 2a 2 n-1 (_)(}) r(2_._a)2r e r r r In. 2
-_- n-2 r(%-_) r(})
g(r) = 11









which simplifies equation (28) to
(r2+ a2)
n/2 -
a (r) 2cr2 (r2__a)g(r) = _ e In_ 2 . (29)
2
CO
. the kth noncentrai moment, we must evaluate f rkg(r)dr,To find gk_
0
which from thesame identitythatwas used in SectionIllgives
(2a2) k/2 -a2/2a2 /k+n_
e I',--_, (n+k n a' )zFz -'_'; 2 ;2-_ ; (30)
of coursethecentralmoments are foundinstandardfashionusingequation(14).
The analogousexpressiontoequation(29) when X has an arbitraryn
positivedefinitediagonalcovariancematrix couldnot be foundin closedform;
however, theinterestedreader isreferredtothe paper of Blumenson and
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Figure A-2. Central moments ve_'sus )_ when (rX ay a, )2 _ +'_2















TABLE A-I. NONCENTRAL MOMENTS WHEN _ = _ = 0, fl= aX
=y
_LAN AUHEAN ¥80 I_IGMA X/Sl_M A YaULTA
IstNoncen_ 2ridNoncentrM 3rd NoncentrM 4_ Noncentr_
Moment Moment Moment Moment
I,_0 1,25331 2._00_ 3o7S99_ 8._0_9
1o_S 1,22366 1o_=7_3 3,S02q0 7o2_217
I,i0 1,19702 Io826_5 3028686 oo70193
1,15 1.173C0 l.lS61q 3.1Gqee 6..2_7SS
1020 1,1512S le69qqq 209q997 508366S
1,2_ 1o131q7 iobqO_ ; 208172_ SoS_b80
1'30 1.113q2 1059172 2,7_2S6 $023381
1.35 1,0969¢ I.Sq87_ 206_303 So:C059
ioqO iobSi7q loblO2_ Zo51602 qoeCi33
leqb 1,06778 1._7S62 _oq3963 _o6_990
I,SG IeG_?C I._qqqq 2.37221 qoqelqe
1,5S 1.0_298 1._1623 2o312q3 _,3S221
1.60 1,33192 1oj9062 2025920 q023901
i.6S 1,_216q 1036731 2,2116' qol3936
1,70 1o012_7 10Jq602 2,16090 q00SI23
1,7S 1o00_1_ 1oj2653 2ol30q3 3.97292
1,80 0¥9q79 1.3_06_ 2009S67 30903_6
lees 0_8678 1029218 2,06_17 3,8qoq8
1*90 0_7Y6S 1o27711 2003r.52 3o76_21
1,9S 0V7276 IoZbZ$_ Ze:_0ql 3o733qS
2o0_ ,_66Z8 102S_ Io0eSSq 306_7S0
2,10 o?Sqq2 102267_ loYq3Se 3o60777
2'20 ,?q38q 10_661 1,90802 3oSqlZ_
Z,30 .93_3S 1018903 1087763 30qebZ7
2,qO ,¥2681 1ol7361 1o651q7 3oq376q
2,SC o¥luG9 10160_. 1082870 3o39680
2.e0 071108 1o1_7_3 le_098 3036150
2i7_ 09_q7{ 1013717 1079161 3o_3079
2,80 ,B?Offe _0127_5 1077626 3o39390
2.9_ oa0JSq 101109. 1o7626U 3,2a022
3000 oeB_63 1011111 i*7Sd57 3o25926
3ol0 008_11 1o1_q:6 1,7397q 302q060
3e20 007¥9q 108_705 1073001 3022392
Jt3_ o_7608 1009182 1,72123 3o2Cd9S
3'qo oU72S_ 1"_865_ i-71329 3o1¥5q6
305C 086917 I0_6163 1,7C609 3ol832S
3060 .066_7 Iov7716 I,69953 3o17218
307C 0e6318 IoC73_q ie673Sq _016210
3,8U 0060_7 1o_6925 io68806 3o1S209
309_ ..8S77q Io&6S/q Io68303 301qqq6
" q'_o ,dSbS7 l,_2b_ io670qO 3,13672
_010 08S33q IoO_?ql 1,67ql3 3ol29S9
q'2o oOSlJq 108S667 1067019 3,1Z_92
q,3@ oeqY27 IoCSq=e 10666Sq 3o1169q
qeqo obq7ql I,OSI6S 1e6631S 3011131
qoSG ,eq_6S I00q938 1066000 3010608 :
i q.60 o_q3!? 1"_q72s 106S707 3o1¢121,7¢ eq2ql I0U_6 7 q33 *09668
| q,eu obq_93 Ioaq3q_ 106SI78 3o092qs





fl lstNoncentr_ 2rid Noncen_ 3rd Noncentr_ 4_ Noncen_
Moment Moment Moment Moment
50_ 0U3_17 IeLHO_ i06q715 3000q80
belG ,u3o_ I,_38HH 106_505 3008132
5,20 o03569 1.036_8 1o6_307 3007066
6030 0_3q53 to03Sb_ 106q122 3007500
S,_ o_33q3 1,03q29 1o639q7 3007211
505_ 0_3238 1,C330b 1063782 3006939
6o60 ,_3138 1,C3188 1063626 3006682
5070 003_3 I._3077 io63q79 30c6qq_
508C 002_51 I002972 1o633q0 3006210
5096 0_266q 1"02872 1063208 3005993
600_ 0U278 G i002777 1063083 3005787
beSO 0_2_1G 10_2_66 1o625_5 300q901
7o0_ 0_2108 1-_20_ 1062123 300q206
7050 ,81_56 i0_1777 1o6178S 3003650
80£C o_16_5 1001562 i061510 3003197
_ebC. o81q66 100138q i.6128 _' 3002825
9o0C od1312 10_123_ 1061095 3o0251q
_050 081179 1"G1108 1060936 3002252
IC0_0 o0106q l'_lOOJ 1060801 3002029
110_0 ._D873 i0_0826 1060585 3o01672
120"_ 0_723 I,_069q 106_21 3001_01
13000 o_@OC3 10_2591 1o60295 3001191
lqoOU 0_05_6 1o_51_ I06019q 3001026
160_ 00/_q25 loC_qqq 106011q 3000892





TABLI_: A-2. CENTRAL MOhaENTS WHEN X = Y = 0, fi-
%
" MEAN X"NEAN YmO I5|GHA X/S|_MA Y-B[TA
Mean _tandaxd 3rd Cen_ 4_ Centr_ Variance C_fficient
De_aUon bloment Moment of Va_ahon
l*O0 i.25331q23 "bbSI3621 *177_6061 "59779501 *_29Zo3Hb |,913aS901
i*Ob I•ZZ365533 ,6q_375_1 *16619825 ,59596853 ,q096970_ 1,9li73500
1.10 1.197G2367 ,627359_9 *|_e3lZqq ,SG712q72 ,393580_6 1,90803318
1.|5 1,1730_22q ,6166111V ,1529q793 *q77_6009 *38_20736 ,90233693
i,Z: le|SlZ_i23 *6_751653 *|q9q7566 .qSS7q319 ,36907633 ,89SC0397
|•Z_ 1,13|_663 "59981932 *j_7qZq 97 *q39G1539 •35978322 08863q575
1,30 ,113_Z165 ,59332Z_© 01_6qq635 ,q_639238 ,35200781 ,87665099
1.35 0;969_q89 *ge7_B93q *|q627209 *q169:_69 *3qSq9631 ,8561530B
|'_O *_a17_Z39 .58312672 *|q670q67 *H_9HS638 03q003678 ,85S07256
J*_b *0677_3_9 *$79191_3 *lq75BlOl *qG_7;,630 ,33S_63|8 08q357_1_
i.=O ,C_dY762 ,575B77_3 *i_879188 ,qOlO186Z ,33163q36 083181053
1•55 ,:q29767| ,S73_sqgz ,15:2q081 *3985_Jq3 ,32Bq3ZG S 081091807
leb_ *G31_i92q "57;75919 *151862 q7 ,376_53| ,3257660 o ,80797656
|ebb *_216_qiZ *b6b_l_|2 °15359822 "3959°706 *323_5|77 0796_8855
|.70 0_12_7277 ,5672:99_ *1_5q_662 ,39567_3 ,32|72707 *78q3QO25
|.75 ,:.31_3_C 056S_9_Co ,157256q5 ,395797_i ,32023lS6 ,77268320
Jebq ,99q7yq79 *S6q82232 *i591182_ ,39628_6_ *319GZ_ZS ,76125261
|,_b ,986979|| .56396265 *16_98q69 .397Gq6_2 ,31895390 ,75097877
1,90 .9796_8|1 .56329_'l *16282955 .39_C30q 9 .31729612 ,73_15273
[-_5 .97276989 *S6277U26 '16q6501| *39917976 ,31671937 |,728q9_85
_*_O .9662_137 ,56Z_:335 ,166q2879 ,qOO_TI30 ,31629753 1,7181287q
_.10 *95_qjbbq *$6199697 ,|6985065 ,qO33q3qi ,3158q0S9 1,69826296
2*Z_ *gq3_SZ7 *_6|V_6Z7 ,17308287 *qO6q2062 ,31578360 1,679_8276
2,30 .93_3_7_9 ,562163_- ,17610_82 "HD961C q8 '3160276q 1*66205759
2._0 .9258v836 *562571|b *17891937 *q12B_i_O .316q8631 1.6q567333
_05D *gl_bb2q *_5312923 ,1_1_2_S3 ,_15V7858 -31711_3 |,63032956
Z,_O *gll.'_ibl *56378775 01_39_309 *q19C7877 03t78566Z ,616_0009
Z*70 *95_7_1q2 "56_521_S *1U618126 *q22091|3 03|868502 .602597qZ
Z,SC ,89B_7556 ,565_:q73 *|B82_832 *_25_13 G ,319_69qq ,_90_7257
2,_0 •89353571 *So6123_C .i9_1563_ ,_Z781189 .320q9559 ,57_3q116
3*GO *BSbo31_i 05667_696 *|9192qql *q30qV830 *3ZlqqOl 9 ,56737083
3*10 *_8_11_35 ,5677999_ *i935550J *q330_383 *32239579 ,55708781
3"_0 *879V.I27q *56Bbq17| ,195_6888 *q3SSqBI3 "32335339 ,sq7qq671
3.30 0870:7#53 ,569_B£_2 *jgbqb69| ,q379169Q "3Zq30_O 7 ,538_836S
3*qO .87_9777 .57=3:$3_ ,|977666S *qq=i7038 *3252qdlq ,52987875
3,_0 .8o9ioB78 *$711169_ *|9B96911 *qq_330q2 .32617_62 ,521B75|9
3.60 ,86e_od2q *57|_l_b ,Z_:_Osqo *qqq391q 9 *327082_ 5 *Slq3qlZ5
3,70 ,8_317521 *$7268737 "Z_11260 q ,qq636595 *32797082 *50723635
3,_0 *8_q7Z_D *573qq[53 ,2;2C9627 ,_q82q3ZO *32883_Cq ,50OSqq2b
3,_= ,8579_||3 *sTq|767_ *Z_29_575 .qS_Gq7q3 *32967_9q ,_9q2108q
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o_0 .G13Zq .617_7 *G2017 .TZC_'; ._Z108 .G215_ ._137 .E2226 .62_51 .G22_q
•95 .cq(q2 .GqE:C .Eq_Z[ .Cq;77 .(qS:C .GqO_Z .C'_:? .E_; -(q_3 .Gq_e2
1.00 .G72]_ .67273 .67311 ._7_57 .G7_)Z .G7_26 o_?_7 *E7_37 .£751_ .G75ql
1.10 .720Z7 .720_1 .72C3_ .7Z12_ .721_3 .72130 .7?_CE *72Z31 .72252 .7227q
1.15 .7qz28 .]q.[. .7q2_9 .lq;1E .lq3¢2 .7k_CC *Tq_rc .7qql1 .]qq_l .7_q5(
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1.30 ._31 .801_3 .SC123 .321q) .901_ .$ClUG .ac2c3 ._c218 .dC233 ._c2_$
1.35 .818[c ._162( .el_Z_ ._51 ._18_q .818:c .:1715 .E1Cl_ .tl_ .01_q5
1.qo .83q_c .33qI_ .$1q1G .33452 .s3q_7 .sJq_l *_3q'J5 .83507 .33520 ._35_1
1.50 °_G277 .3G2J: ._G]C6 .33=19 ._53Z1 .8_q2 .S_S3 .8G35q .88373 .3033_
1....r5 .67_CZ .8752_ .E3_E9 c-,oe_.... .E7(1[ *B7CL( .:]C?( ,87_£ ._]Cq_ _7C5E
1._C ._$751 .337_2 ._77_ .5378q .$37}_ ._8_C_ ._3_11 .883ZC .85_27 .383_5
, o r_ _c, 7 *_'C e *E_CZ2
1,70 ,_0355 .303_C ,90_7_ ,303_3 ,9083( ,9C8_3 *_C905 ,50911 ,3C917 ,3C3Z3
1,75 ,:123Z ,_17E1 ,917Q_ .C)[CC ,E181Z ,9182( ,_lezc ,91EZ£ ,C1_37 ._12;2
l._C .92_1 .32G3_ .9_$_ ,32:52 ._2E5_ .923_4 ._?(7C .92C75 ._2_8C .32C_
1.85 .OZ4_ ._1q:Z _ ¢ _ , e_ _ .. .
1.30 .?q113 .3qll? *qlZq .'3q129 .9_l_q *9q1_3 -1qlq- .qlq7 • _ 151 .?qlS_
2.C0 .253_3 .35:42 .551q7 .35:51 *95ZSq .953E8 .952G1 ,_SZE_ .'J53_7 .55_70
2.2C ._7112 .371_ *g71_ .lTIGE .37112 .971Gq .371GE .97158 .3717C .57172
2. qC ._337Z ._]Z3 .3)_25 ,31?20 .)]327 .98323 .3_3;0 .98331 .3d33Z .583_3
2.££ °_fT_'_ o9_7_C *_97Z1 .C?_; ._)7_ .98734 ._'7_5 ,987Z( ._37 ,¶87?7
Z. EC ,3_C_ .39C',7 .33C43 ,)1cq? ,9_Cq9 .99050 ,]_51 ,99_51 ,3905Z ,9905_
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3,2_ ,93859 ,33_50 .933GC ,33_2 ,93850 ,93_GC ,_78G0 ,998_ ,39a55 ,5981G
3.q_ .99731 .]7331 .9_131 ._9_31 .939_1 .99320 .57901 .99879 ._9155 .99915
J.GO .959_7 .3_9_7 .99753 .]3'_) .99735 .93920 .999C1 .9_879 .998_q .35325
e_ ,9C9(C3.7C .5:97E .Cg_CC .9395C ..._qE ,_5_ .9_91_ .99ee( .5_E_ .:TBZ5
3.80 .7397G .333_1 .333bl .t1_43 .1391G .593Z0 *q_DC .99$79 .3985q .79125
_.00 .3137G • )?_/C .]'316[ .)))q7 .31931 • 993_0 .93_1 .998_ .29854 .398ZG
q. ZO .3337_ *3337C .33q53 ,31_5_ .37_Z5 .9331_ *?_9C1 *99379 *$985q .995:_
" q,_: ,93370 .]9%_ ,]_3_C ,53_3 ,939]3 ,93913 ,93_JC1 .$937_ *}985q ,798_G
_,[C ,9_77 ,99_L_ .g2:_[ ,..-q. ,gCZ2 o95d75
_.S3 . 33376 .337_ .3395) .)3_3 .9%93G .9_9_C .5_901 .$S379 .9985q *SO2&
q. SO .35977 ._3750 ._3353 .53qq8 .39_35 .9_3ZC *g?9_J1 .g9879 .3985q .99825
• q*9c .3_57E ._93._ .S_9C[ .T_Tq_ ._992[ .%gg:l .9f_(2 .9_8( ._St[q ._£$ZS
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TABLE A-4. NONCENTRAL MOMENTS WHEN _X (ry= (7,_2 _2 +_2= = ---._-
SIGMA X--SIGMA Y
;% 1st Noncentral 2nd Noncentral 3rd Noncentral 4_ Noncentral
Moment Moment Moment Moment
-00 I.253 31 2.00000 3.75994 8.00000 "
• 05 i. 25410 2.00."5E 3.76699 8.02r01
• 10 1.25645 2.01000 3.78816 8.08010
.15 1. 26035 2.0225[ 3.82348 8.18051
.20 1.265 82 2. 04000 3. 873C2 8. 32160
.25 1.27282 Z.06250 3.93688 8.5C391
=30 1.28136 2.09000 q.01516 8.72510
• 35 1.291_1 2.1225C q.10802 8.9950C
• q0 1. 30295 2.16000 _.21563 9.30 560
• 45 1. 31597 2.2025C 4.33817 9.66101
.50 1. 33045 2. 25000 q ._75 87 10.0 6250
• 55 1. 34635 2.30250 q.62897 10.51151
.60 1.36365 2. 36000 4.73774 11.00 960
.65 1. 38232 2.4225r q.98247 11.5585C
.'tO 1.40233 2. _90013 5.18347 12.16010
• 75 1.4236_i 2.5625C 5.q0108 12.8164C
.80 1.446 23 2. 64000 5.6 3566 13.52960
• 85 1.47005 2.7225£ 5.88758 lq.3c20C
.90 1. q9508 2. 81000_ 6.15724 15. 13810
.95 1. 52126 2.9025( G.44505 16.0345[
1.00 1.5_857 3 • 00000 6.7 5147 17.00006
1oC5 1.57697 3.10250 7.C76,83 18.0355(
1.10 1. 606 _I 3. 21000 7.42122 19.14410
1.15 1.63686 3.3225C 7.78693 20.3290C
1. 20 1. 66827 3. 44000 8.17245 21 •59359
1 • 25 1. 7006 2 3.5625 C 8 • 57901 22.9 414C
! 1- 30 1.7 "386 3. 69000 9.00714 24. 3780 9
1.35 1. 76794 3.8225( 9.45740 25.9r. 15(
1- q0 1. 80284 3. 96000 9.93035 27. 52159
1.45 1.83852 q.10250 10.42656 29.2405C
1. 50 1. 874 94 4. 25000 10.94661 31.06249
1.55 1.912_;5 4.40250 11.e1911L2 32.9920£
1. 60 1.9_98el 4• 56000 12.060 88 35.03353
1 • 65 1.98827 q .72251: 12.65592 37.19200
1- 70 2.0 27 23 4. 89000 1 3.27746 39. 4720 9
! • 75 2. 06689 5 ,,0625[ 13 • 9259 It 41 ° 87890
1- 80 2° 1C70Z 5.24000 1 I1.60201 _ ,,_175
1.85 2 .lq 76 7 5.42258[ 15 °30632 47 °09350
1. 90 2.18579 5. 61000 16.0 3953 etg. 9120 9
1- 95 2. 23037 5.8025[ 1G. 80231 52 °8/899
2- 00 2.272 39 6. 00000 17.5 9532 55. 99999
2 • 05 2.31480 6.2025C 18, q1926 59 • 28C99
7.,,10 2° 35759 6. 41000 1 9.274 80 62.7290 S
2 • 15 2. q0074 6.6225C 20,1626 3 66,34749
2. 20 2. q_et23 6. 84000 21.0 3346 70.14559 "
' 2.25 2. el880 el 7.06"5 t 22 oC3797 74.12889
2. 30 2- 53215 7.29000 2 3.026 87 78. 30407
2 - 35 2. 5765 3 7 ,,5225 C 2q • C5087 82.67"/97
2.40 2.62115 7.76000 25,11088 87.25757








1 TABLE A-4+ (Continued)
7, IstNoncentral 2nd Noncentral 3rd Noncentral 4thNoncentral
Moment Moment Moment Moment
: 2. 50 2.71120 8. 25000 27.340 56 97.06246
• 2.55 2.75655 8.50250 28.51208 102,30246
2,,60 2.80210 8.78000 25.72227 107.77755
2-65 2.8q784 9.0225C 31.J.97185 113.q95q5
2. 70 2.89377 9.29000 32.26156 119._Gq04
• 2.75 2.93986 9.56250 33 °59212 125.6913q
2. 80 2.9 8612 9,, 84000 34.96426 132.18553
2.85 3.03253 10o12250 36.37871 138.95q93
2. 90 3.07908 10o41000 37.03620 146oC6801
2.95 3.12577 10.7025C 39.._37q7 153.35341
3, O0 3.17255 11.00000 qOo88324 160 • 93990
3.05 3. 219_ 1 11. 30251: 42 .q7q26 168.95639
3. 10 3.26655 11. 61000 qq .11127 177.231 99
3.15 3. 3137fJ 11.9225[ q5.79489 185 ,,83588
3. 20 3. 36095 12.23999 47.52617 194.7774_
3.25 3.q0830 12.5624_J 49._0554 204.06626
3. 30 3. _ 5574 12 • 88999 51.1 3386 213- 71194
3.35 3,. 50328 13.222q9 53.Cl185 223.72434
3. qo 3,.55086 13. 55999 54.94026 234.11342
3.45 3.59854 13.90249 56.91983 2q4.88932
3. 50 3.64830 14.281999 58.95131 256.06230
3.55 3. I491112 lq .60249 61. C35'` 3 267.64279
3, 60 3.74201 I e_.35 _j_3 6 3.172 93 27 9.6_1 ]7
3.65 3. 78997 15.32249 65.36458 292.06876
3. 70 3.837 98 15. 63999 67.61110 304. 93583
3.75 3. 88605 16.062 q'J 69.91325 318 • 2536 q
3. 80 3. 93413 16.43997) 72.271"/6 332.0333-:'
3.85 3. 98236 16 • 8224_ 74 .I48738 348 • 28618
3,90 '`°03059 17.213999 77.16086 361.02377
3,95 q.07887 17.60249 79.69295 376.25767
q- 00 q. 12719 17.93999 82.28'` 38 391 • 99966
'`.05 q. 17558 18.40249 84.93590 '`08.26162
ak.10 q.22397 18. 80399 87.64827 425.05570
'`. 15 q o272_2 19.22249 90.42221 '`'`2 • 39'` cq
el. 20 q. 320 92 19.63999 93.2 5851 '`60.28912
'`. 25 q • 36 9sOe_ 20 .C 62'`9 96 • 15788 q78 • 753'`2
el, 30 q. '` 1801 20. 48999 99.12107 '`97 • 79953
'`. 35 q.'`6661 20.922'`8 102 • 1'`88'` 517 ._lq C'`2
Ik qo '`. 51524 21.35998 105.241 94 537.68395
q.'`5 q.56391 21.8[12'`9 1C8.et:)110 558.55831
q. 50 q.6126_ 22.24 998 111.62709 580.06180
II. 55 q • 661_ 3 22.70248 11'` ,,9206 3 602 • 21272
60 t.'t 1009 23.15998 11 8.282'`8 625.02473
al. 65 q• 75 887 23.6224 8 121.7138i I 6'`6.51163
70 q.807 fJ8 24.08993 125o21'`1'` 672,68713
q. 75 q. 85652 24.562'` O 128.78542 69"/.Sb 542
" q. 80 q.90538 25.03990 132 .eo2802 723.1605(I
'`.85 q. 9542 7 25.52248 136 . 1'` 28 7 749 ,.'`869'`
qe90 5.00316 26.00997 139.93011 776.55833
q.95 5. 05211 26.50247 143 .'; 9111 80_ .39124
5, O0 5.10107 Z6. 99997 1117.726410 832,99871
5.05 5• 1500 II 27 • 502'`'/ 151 • 73673 862 • 35611
5, 10 S. 1090_ 28.00997 155.822 87 892.59863
5.15 5.2'`006 28.5224"/ 159.98556 923.6215_






1st Noncentral 2nd Noncentral 3rd Noncentral 4th Noncentzal
Moment Moment Moment Moment
5, 30 5.3 9523 30 • 08997 172.9_0 35 1021. 76633
5.35 5.qqq32 30,622q7 177.q16£9 1056.2256(
5. qo 5.q93q3 31.15997 181.97332 1091.53362
5.q5 5.5q256 31.702qG 186.61089 1127.8561iE
5. 50 5.59170 3,:.2q99S 191.330_3 1165.C803"
5.55 5,6qoGG 32,802q£ 196.132qq 1203.21175
5. 60 5,6 9003 33. 35936 201.01770 12q2 • 32729
5.65 5. 73922 33.922qC 205.98700 1282.q2351
5.70 5.788q2 3_.q8996 211.0q109 1323,51752
5.7'; 5.8376 q 35 .C 62qG 216.18072 1365.62821
5, 90 5.88887 35.63996 221.q0662 lq08. 76682
5-85 5.93612 36.222q6 226.71955 lq52.95663
5.90 5.9 _J533 36.8C995 232.1202q 1q98. 21301
5.95 6.03q65 37.qc2qr-, 237.609q9 15_q.55383
6.00 6.08393 37. 39395 2q3.18801 1591 • 99_,67
6.05 6,13323 38.602q5 2q8.85653 16q0.55952
6. 10 6.1825q 39.20995 25q.61587 1690.26053
6.15 6,2318G 39.822q 5 260 .q666 9 17q]..11766
6. 20 6.2 8119 qO• q3995 266.qc982 1793.1_975
6 • 25 6. 3305 3 q 1.062q_q 27,: .qq 595 18q6 • 37q82
6. 30 6. 3798q _1. 63994 278.575 86 1900,81183
8.35 6.q292q q2.322qq 28q.80029 1956.q7958
6. qO 6. q7862 q2. 9599q 291.1 2000 2013. 3971r
6.q5 $.52800 q3.so2qq 297. 53573 2071.5833q
6- 50 6. 577 3_J qq. 2q 994; 30 q.0 q82q 2131. 05771
6.55 6.62679 qq.902q3 310.6582q 2191.8391q
6.60 6. 67620 q5. 55993 317. 3665q 2253.9q830
6.65 6. 7256 2 q6. Z22q 3 32q • 17382 2317 .qC390
6. 70 6.77505 q6. 88993 331.08093 2382.226ql
6-75 6.82qq9 qT.562q3 _38.C8851 2qqS.q3561
6. 80 6. 87393 q8, 23993 3q5.197_2 2516.0 $176
G• 85 6.92339 q8.922q 3 352. q0828 2585,09q7 r
6. 90 6. 97285 qg. 60993 35 9.7219q 2655. 5855q
6.95 7.02232 50.302q2 367.13910 2727.5qq53
7. O0 7.07180 50 • 99992 37 q .6 605q 2800 • 99301
7.05 7.1212 $ 51.702q2 382. 28696 2875.95111
7. 10 7.17078 52 • qO992 390.01916 2952 • qqO61
7.15 7.22025 53.122q2 397,85783 3030.q8227
7. 20 7.26975 53.83991 q05.90393 3110.09775
! 7.25 7. 31930 5q .,562q 2 q 13 o85798 3191 • 308q 1
i 7. 30 7.368a2 55.28991 q22.02071 327q.135q]f
7.35 7.q183 q 56.022q2 q30.2930 q 3358.60175
70 qO 7.q67 83 56.75990 q 38.67556 3qqq .72838
7 • q5 7.517q 2 57.502q( q q7.16915 3532.53799
7. 50 7.56696 58.2q 9cJO qss.77qq8 3622.05270
7, 5_ 7.61652 59.0021L( qSq .q9231 3713.29510
7. 60 7.66607 59.7599(I q73.323q6 3806.2871q "
7.65 7. 7156q 60.52239 q82.268Sq 3901.052C9
7. 70 7.7 6521 61.28989 _ 91.328q7 3997.61278 ,
7,75 7.81q7 $ 62.06239 500.5038 3 q095 • 99289 o
7. 80 7. S6q 36 62. 83989 50 9.7 95q9 qls6.ZlqOS
7.85 7,91395 63.62239 519.20q16 q298.30060
7. 90 7. 9635q 6q.q0988 528.73052 qq02.z7qga
7.95 8.01 31q 65°20233 538. 37553 q508 • 16302
8, C0 8.0627q 65. 999831 5q 8.1397q q615 • 98657
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TABLE A-4. (Concluded)
: _, I st Noncentral 2rid Noncentral 3rd Noncentral 4th Ncncentral
. Moment Moment Moment Moment
8. 10 $ • 16196 67 • 80 987 56 8.0 2891 a1857. 5377 $
8.15 8.21158 68.q2237 578,15538 q951.31390
• 8.20 8.26120 69o253B7 56S.qCq17 5067,12286
0.25 8,31082 70.06257 598.77589 518q,98853
8. 30 8,360q5 70,65987 609,27133 530" .9560q
8,35 8,q1009 71.72237 E19.591qq 5_2b.99075
8, qo 8, q 5973 72,55996 630.6 361_C 5551 • 17659
8.q5 8.50937 73,q023£ 6q1,50806 5677,51996
50 8.55902 7q.zq$5 652.5060q 5801_.cqq86
8.55 8o608G7 75.1023(; 663.63159 5936.77696
8, 60 8. G5833 75, 959$5 67 q, $ $5q6 606 9, 7 q3ql
8 • 65 8.70 799 76 ,a 223 r (;86. 26826 62Cq .96759
8. 70 8o !5765 77.68985 697.7808q 63q2oq7320
8.75 8.80732 78,5623q 709.q2397 6q82,29665
B, SO 8,85699 79. q395q 721.19830 662q.q52q5
8 • 85 8. 9066 7 80.32235 733.1Cq,_ 1 6768.973q 5
8. 90 8,95635 81.20983 7q5.1q373 6915o $82q5
8.95 9,00_05 82,10233 757,316_1 7065.20825
9,130 9.05572 82,999$_f 769*62322 7216- 97705
9,05 9.105ql 83.9023_ 782,C651q 7371,21698
9. 10 9.. 15510 8q, $0982 79q oGq2"27 7527 • 95111
9,15 9.20q80 85,7223" 807.35692 7687,21185
9, 20 9,25q50 86.63983 820.20857 78q.ozsq
9,25 9.30q20 87,58231 833,19781 8013,qlq98
9. 30 9.35391 88. q8961' 8q6,32592 8160,q128q
9,35 9.q0362 89,q2251 859.59369 8350,0qq80
9, qo 9. q5333 90 • 3538C 87 3.001 II1 852.", 3q119
9,q5 9. 50305 91,30231 886,550q3 8697.3265q
9, 50 9,55276 92,2q980 900.2q110 8875.03210
9,55 9,602q9 93,2022_ 91q,C7_35 9055,_8535
9. 60 9.65221 9q.1597] 92 $.0 50 II1 9238.71qq'J
9..65 9,7019q 95,12229 9q2,17123 9q2q.7qTC7
9, 70 9.75167 96,0697] 956,q3_110 9613,61q87
9,75 9,801qC 97,06228 970.8_ 727 9805 ,]qq8. _
9, $0 9, 8511q 98,03979 985,qc_2q 9999,96697
9,85 9,90088 99.02228 1000,10821 10197,51013
9, 90 9, 95062 100,00977 101 q • 95990 10398,C02 31
9,.95 10 • 00036 101,00227 1 £ 29 • 960£ B 1_601 ,q 776[





TABLE A-So CENTRAL MOMENTS WHEN ax = _y = o, X2 =
SIGMA X:SZOHA Y
Mean Standard 3rd Central 4th Central Variance Coefficient
Dev/at/on Moment Moment of Variation
.CO 1.25331 .G$51q .177q( .55775 .11292C 1.913C6
•05 1.29q10 ,59955 ,17773 .59929 .11257_ 1 • 91 $CG
.1_ 102 S&qS .IS&T? .178 78 .$0 ]7 ,_ .q 313q ._.913C ?
.15 1.2_035 .95975 .280ql .6111 • .qSqO1 1.51313
.2[} 1.215|2 .G&I(,O .1021,'1 .521q9 .q3771 1.513-_$
.25 Is 27252 *55919 • 189'02 .53q 611 . q'02113 1.51 353
• 3C 1.20135 .655'J2 .18811 .55(53 .qq813 1.51q12
• 3 S 1. 251111 • 571137 • 192113 .56907 . q 511"e7 1.511153
• 11C 1.3C295 .$79511 .1555C .59CIS .111232 1.511529
• 115 1. 31557 * 8|S05 .2C015 .113611 .11711?.1 1.51 001
*SO 1.330115 .59275 .2C539 .735111 .q7551 1.9:052
• S$ 1. 311535 .55385 . Z100_ . lU57311 .11|555 1.52335
• _ 1.3i31,5 .707113 .Z11163 .55726 .5CC115 1.577LC
• 6 S 1. 30232 • 71533 • Z1515 • e25CS .5111_ 1.932112
. ?C 1.110233 .72352 .22351 .15295 .s2]q5 1.$3921
.75 1. ql]5,o .7319,J .22769 .85755 .535711 1.5q502
• 8C l.11qSZ3 .711055 .23133 JI3112| .5118112 1 .g5ZeJl
• 89 le 117009 * 711925 • 23q55 • 57215 .91I q11 1.55152
• 5C 1-1155C5 .751112 .Z 315(: 1.01 IZ 3 .S 7117q 1.$12C5
.59 1. SZIZ5 • 76551 * Z3 5110 1 * 05131 * 51111"55 1 • 51131111
1. _C 1.311 liS? .7 T51i11 .211151 1.05251 .5C 152 1.95&C C
1.05 1. 57557 .7111155 .211250 1.13_11S .51S57 ZoO0 577
1.11: 1.5C5111 .7533't .2113C5 I*IT?I5 .525115 2.C21171
1.19 1. 556|$ • 0015'_ • 2'0283 1 * 22C 93 .5'131 S 2.011C 53
1. 2C 1.5[827 * IJ1011? .ZIJ15 q 1 .Z5111111 .555 |5 2.05|111
1.29 1.70052 • 51air? .211C35 1. ,11_$li0 .67035 2,0771011
1, 3C 1 • 733116 ,821685 .23112C 1,35 Jr+C .583111 2. ©5f. 119
1 • 35 l. 767511 .131175 • 2353S 1. 35890 .63598 ? -51 ?53
1-q_ 1.802111 09112117 .23153 1.111135? . ?C576 2.13955
1,115 1, 8311._2 .111551 • 22755 1.1111851 ,722311 Z,1132C
1o SC 100?11511 .0971© .ZZ3113 1.531119 • 731162 2o107511
1 • 5 S 2. 51265 ,061103 • 21 M 3 1 • 975110 ,711655 2.21 2515
1- Ic 1.51159q ,57070 .213cc 1 ,l :P11111 ,TS511 2,239111
1oS5 1. 5111127 .57710 . ZP-72C 1. 65518 •/5530 2 026659
X, TC 2,021rz$ .011323 .2CLC37 1.113611 .T8C03 2,25532
I. 75 Z. 06;|5 .09505 • 1_1167 1.73755 .7'_41 2.3211 TZ
1, IC Z,101R2 ,891165 ,195C_ 1080111 .11C0115 2,3S5¢11
1.115 2. 111767 ,S0002 .19125 1.111q10 .01003 2.311625
1- 1C 2,111075 o90955 .1 ?11311 1 081153C .111515 2,1111131
1.55 2. 2303) ,5C551 • 16737 1. 52188 • 112753 2.115121
2.0C Z.2 72311 .5111115 .11_ 35 1.51,11511 o535:T 2.1111115
ZoOS 2. 311150 .51151 *15337 Z.OOA111 .11111111 2 .-I 5311
2-1/: Z o35 )SO o92231 .1115113 Z .0117112 .SSl?i 2.551192
Z,lS 2, 1100711 ,$2671 .13555 2.01JS35 .99851 Z ,550111
20 ZO 2.11q11Z3 oS30t11 .13287 Z .1Z_26 .|SS]2 2.65537
2.2 S 2. 1191011 . S$3115 .12525 2, 15510 ,5121 S 2.53111 ?
2- ]C 2,93219 °537111 ,1135_ 2 .t5282 ,575211 2,?l:lSl
Z. 35 2. S?ILS3 • 911021 .11357 2.226110 ,91355 Z ,71103 5
2- _ _.521111 ._i11355 .1 C?$ ? 2 .ZS193 .59311Z 2. ? 73311
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TABLE A-5. (Continued)
X Mean St,.ndard 3rd Central 4th Central Variance Coefficient
I_viataon Moment Moment of VariaU(m
2.5_ 2.71120 .5q335 .05632 2.32(11 ,15939 2.05003
Z. SS 2,. 7SgSS .95076 .091C0 2.3_197 .9C395 2.15931
2*GC 2.ilC210 .995CZ .01593 2.375(.3 .9C82q 2.9qO:q
2.GS 2. 8it78it .9591e .08109 2. qO31it .91229 2.98160
_. 7C 2*15377 .957:_3 .O 7Gq9 2.q28q9 .9161C 3.C23.; "J
2.75 2. 93986 .9_901 .0721q 2o q5_.68 .915r,5 3.2655- _
2. IW 2.98512 .9G077 .O51IC1 2.q 7977 .923C7 3.1(;OCt,
Z. II S 3. 03253 .98_q2 .01it 13' 2 • q9779 • 9_' GZG 3.1 SC 93
2- 9(: 3 .C ":50 II .96398 .OgO itl[ 2.51867 .92926 3.1Sit 13
2.95 3. 12577 • 969it S • 05700 2. 53855 .93209 3.25 76it
3.0C 3.1 72511 .96k83 .0 $37(. 2.$57its .93ai75 3.:|lit 3
3.0 S 3. 21951 • 56813 • 05072 Z. $7 r. 3it .93727 3.32 _$1
3. 1C 3.2 (555 .56935 .0it 78¢ 2 .$9235 .9396it 3. 369 lit
3.19 3. 31370 .57C51 • Dit 51 9 2. q0359 • 5it188 3.it2 itit 1
Z. ZC 303iC55 .57155 .CitZ69 2.1;2_81 .9q395 3.it55,;1
3.25 3. itOII3O 097262 • OitG3q 2. 63828 .9itGOC 3.Sf, it23
.1. ]_C 3 .it $5 7it .9736(] .O 31119 2 .S S2CZ .Sit 789 3.5 it5it I;
3.35 3. 50326 .97it Sl .03611 2 • 116_ 99 .5_988 3 • b 9it85
3.itC 3.SS086 .97538 .D3q21 2.57722 .99137 3.1,_.C q8
3.q S 30 5985q .97621 .032itO 2 • $59C1 . ,,._., 99 3 .sa _; _.
30 _ 3.1itk3o .97653 .0307q 2.7CCC5 .9SitS1 3.73217
3.55 3. 6_112 097773 .02915 Z. 72CS1 .95536 3.77 825
3.6C 3.7it2C1 .578itq .C277Z 2.72Cit& .9573q 3.112it_8
306 S 3. 71597 .57911 .02635 2. ?'_981 .55865 3 • 0768q
3./C 3.8J798 .9791'it .025C8 2.7318it .9_99C 3,91t33
3.7, 3o 18605 050C39 .OZ3_ 2.7it715 .531"r" 3,9639q
3.gO 3093itl1 .98C53 .OZ21" Z.1'$535 .9_222 it,CtC£G
3.eS 3. 98236 .981it 8 . _2172 2. 762 97 .96331 it .C5750
3..SC it,,C 3©55 .98201 .r, 2C 7_ 2.77CZC .g&it 3it it. ICit itit
3.55 it. C7887 .55251 .01 903 2. 77711 056933 it.XSlit7
it. 0C it .12715 .91255 .0115! 2 ./1312 .9i$21 it. 1515 (
it. 0 5 4. 17551; .513it 5 • 0181 S 2 • 75001 .561'1 1 it .Zit 501
it. 1C q 022357 .91i3119 .© 1739 2 ,._.9193 .5GIleS *1.2531_
it. 1 S q. 272q2 • Slit 3_ .01663 Z • 80135 .56850 it .3it O_ 5
it. ZC it 03Z092 .58it 1'2 .016CC 2 .OC 1'CS ,9656* it, 1$795
it025 q* 36 _lit .5$511 .01S$it 2.01239 .970it : it .q3S_ $
it. 313 it,,.it 1801 • 3l$5q9 .Clq71 2.111'63 .97119 it 0q113C7
it* 35 q. it6561 .90585 . Olitl6 Z. 112_25 .97159 " .5301'it
it. qC q.Slszq .98615 .01363 2.1261r,6 .97257 it.STIlit7
it .q 5 q. 56351 .5tGs3 .01 ._05 2.1131it 7 .9732it it. 62 _it
It.S,[ q.tlZ$ r. .-3 li685 ,_. 12&: 2.8353_ 09733& qo$TitC9
it.55 q.e.;J. 33 .5|Y15 .01 ,.'17 2.63536 .97itit 7 it-72I _J5
it._ • 071009 ,987q5 -Gig&9 Z-|_31'C 0575CI; it. 76_93
q.65 q* 75fd7 .51i77it .01132 20 liit655 o97S63 it .81 755
_. '/C qoi0 76i .9ii_Z .01051 2.85[71 .51'617 q.i&i( (
it075 q. 1565Z .98128 .01050 2,05_52 ,57&?1 it. 93. itO9
_. 8(: 01.SOS311 .91111Sq .9102C :?.1 S 73r. .57131 it .96225
• aS _. 51_27 .50875 . O_ 5|5 Z • N©70 .51') 70 5.010tit
it. $C 50C0328 .511503 .0©55-* Z .1116379 .578111 5.D5066
it* 5S S* 01211 .58521 . OG52C Z. 86_68 .97 ll65 S .10 G$]
' 5. O_ S*10t_T .5i9_5 .0eli 7 2.15 991 .,575 |C S* 155_3
t 5005 S* ISOOq .50971 . O0 151 Z. 07295 .57953 5.Z03S5
•, S,, IC S*l_q 5855* .9C|3£ Zo|TSZq .5755_ S.Z515|
• 5,1S $. 2q806 .95013 , OCHlOt* ;'.. 07830 .55015 5.30035
S*Z¢ 5029T10 .5503_ 00C753 ZeS|CitC .5807q 5.3q|85




k Mean Standard 3rd Centr_ 4_ Centr_ Valance Coefficient
DeviaUon Moment Moment of VaCation
5.30 _.39523 .99070 .00739 2.88_98 .981q9 5.qq585
_-35 _qqq32 .99089 .OCTlq 2.88751 .98185 5.qsqqo
5. qC 5.q93¢3 .99106 .00691 2._9(01 .98221 5.5q297
5-q5 5.5q256 .99123 .0067q 2.89182 .9825q 5.59158
5.50 5.59170 .991q0 .00855 2.89398 .98:287 5.6q022
5.55 5.6q086 .99156 . OCG3G 2.89575 .98119 5.68987
5.60 5.69003 .9917_ -00618 20189788 .98350 5.73756
5-65 _ 73922 °99187 ._0595 2.90030 .98381 5.78626
5.70 5.788qZ .9920: ._0582 2.80198 .98q10 5.83501
5.75 5.6376_ .99216 .0_580 2.90_08 .98q39 5.88375
5.80 5.88887 .99230 .0_552 2.90518 .98q66 5.93255
5085 5.93612 .992_ ._829 2.99787 .98q33 5.98135
5*9(: 5.98538 .99257 .00517 2.909C9 o985_0 6.03017
5.95 6. c3q65 .ggZ7D .00507 2.910q9 .985q5 6.0790_
8.00 6.08393 .99283 .ocqg3 2.91_87 .98570 6.1279(
8.05 6.13323 .99295 .00q78 2.91376 .g5_gq 6.17679
G. 1C 6.1825q .99307 .OCqGC 2.91q73 .98818 6.22570
6o15 6.23186 °95318 .00q51 2.91681 .988q2 6.27q62
6,20 6.28119 .99330 .ocqq3 2091785 .9866q 6.32357
6.25 8.33053 .993ql .00q35 2.91901 .98895 6.37255
G. 30 6.3 7988 .99351 .00_28 2.91598 .98707 6.qZlSq
6.35 _ q292 _ • 99362 . I)13qo 9 2. 9219q .9872 8 6 ._ 7951
6. qc 6.q 7862 • 99372 .ocqc2 Z .92316 .987q8 6.51955
8,qS 8.52800 .9938 _ .00381 2.92566 .98769 8.56856
8.50 6.57739 .99392 .00383 2.92560 .98757 6.6176q
6.55 8.82879 .99q02 .00372 2.928q5 .98807 6.66668
8.50 6.57620 .99q12 .00366 2.927q3 .98825 6.71577
8.65 _ 72562 .9gq2O .00353 2.92920 .988q3 8.76q85
6.70 6,77505 .99q29 .003q5 2.92959 .98861 6.81396
6.75 6- 82qq9 .99q38 .00330 _.93225 .98879 6.86306
G. 8C 6°87393 .99qq6 .00322 2.93323 .98896 6.92221
6.85 6.92339 .99_55 .OQ31q 2.93q33 .98912 8.96135
6.9(: $,97285 .99q63 .00306 2.935CC .98929 7.01050
: 6-95 7002232 .99q71 .00302 2,53536 .989qq 7.05968
7.00 7.07180 .99q78 .00307 2093530 .98959 7,10891
7005 7.12128 .99q86 .00285 2.93781 .98975 7.15807
7.10 7.17078 .99q93 .oc2gc 2.93812 .98989 7,20731
7,15 7.22028 .99501 .00272 2._q019 ,9900q 7.25650
7.2C 7,26978 .99507 .00280 2.93909 .99017 7°30577
7.25 7.31930 .99515 .90257 2,9q165 .99032 7.35q97
7030 7036882 .99522 .00258 209q189 0_90q5 7.qcq2q
7.35 _ q183q .9952$ .00250 2.9q275 .55059 7.q5350
70q0 7.q6788 .99535 .0c2q2 2.9q385 .99072 7,50277
7.qs _ 517q2 .995_2 .09233 2,9qq70 .99085 7.5520_
7,50 7.56698 .995q8 .00227 2.9q617 .99098 7.60133
7,55 _ _1652 .99553 .00237 2.5q507 .99109 7.65068
80 7086807 .99560 .00217 2,9q666 .99122 7.69995
7,65 _7156q ,99565 .00236 2.9q556 .99132 7.7q935
7,70 7.76521 ,99571 .00218 2.9q60_ .991q5 7.79863
7,75 7. 81q78 .99577 .00211 2.qq6 .99155 7.8q000
7.80 7,88q36 .99583 o0019q 2,951q2 .q9167 7.89731
7,85 7,91395 .99589 .1_0176 2,_15325 .992?9 7.9q662
7.90 709635q .99593 .00195 2,9515q .99188 7,99607
7.95 L 0131q .99599 .00172 2.95325 .99200 8.04537
8,00 8.0627q .9960q .00188 2,95176 .99209 8.09q82





k Mean Standard 3rd Central 4th Ccntral Variance Coefficient
• Deviation Moment Moment of Variation
8. ID 8.I G19G .99615 o0£159 2 °95520 .99231 8.1935q
8.15 8. 21158 .99619 • 08172 2. 95398 .99239 8.2q 300
8, 20 8,26120 .9962_ ,CC156 2 °95581 ,992q9 8,29238
8,25 8, 31082 ,99625 • 00163 2,9_. 569 ,99258 8,SqlSq
5, 30 5,3Eoq5 ,99633 ,00131 2 °96167 ,992$8 8,39123
q.35 8. _1009 .99639 • 00119 2.96130 .99278 8.qqO60
8- _C 8,q 5973 ,996q-" ,0Clq8 2,95752 ,99285 8,qgolq
8.q5 8. :0937 .996q7 • 00125 2. 959q7 .992915 8.53951
8.50 8,.55902 .99G50 .00137 2.9598q .99302 8.5890q
8.5 5 8. E0867 • 99656 • 00099 2. 96533 .993.72 8.63 _2
B. 6C 8.65833 .99653 .0(]130 2.96Cq5 .99319 8.6879q
8.65 8. 70799 .99663 .00128 2.9GO 9q, .99327 8. 737q3
8- "J'C 8.75765 .996G8 .00099 2.96558 .99336 8.78685
$,75 8, 80732 ,99571 ,00113 2, 9621G ,993q_ 8,83 656
8. 8_ 8.85699 .99675 .001Z2 2.96069 .99350 8.8859 C
8,85 8, 90667 .99619 ,00082 2. _9_)7 .99359 8,93535
8, 90 8,95635 ,99682 ,,] n105 2,96_11 ,919366 8°98q88
8,95 9,00603 ,99688 • 00113 2,96."89 ,99373 9,03qql
9. OC 9.0 5572 .99691 .00052 2.97339 .99333 9.08379
9.05 9. 105ql .99693 .00113 2.9GqGO .99396 9.133q 91
9. 10 9.15510 .99697 .00101 2.96338 .9939q 9.18295
9.1 5 9. 20q 80 .99701 • OCOGG 2. 96973 • 99q03 9.232ql
9.20 9.2 5q50 .997GZ .0 C127 2.96118 .99qr5 9.28= III
9.25 9. 30q20 .9970 7 .00089 2.96qll .99q'J.5 9.3315q
9. 30 9.35391 .99"/10 .OO07C 2.969_,8 .99q22 91.38108
9.35 9,. q0362 .99713 .00108 2.96118 °99q27 9.q3070
9,, qc 9._ 5333 .99716 .00101 2.962alO • 99q 3_;' 91.q8025
9. q 5 9. 50305 .99720 . ocoq6 2. <J[7339 .99q q:l 9.52 970
9,.50 9.55276 .9972q .0(031 2.97607 .99qq8 9.57922
9, 55 91,6021191 ,99725 ,00082 2, 96777 ,99q51 9,62 8941
9. GC 9.65221 .99"/29 .00072 2°9£802 .99q55 3.r?sq5
9.65 9. 7019q .99733 • 00012 2.97q00 .99qG7 9.72 7_
9. 70 9.75167 .99735 .00056 2.9692q ,99q70 9,77762
9.7 5 o_ 801q0 .99737 .00070 2. 96655 • 99q 76 9.82 721
9, 80 9-8511 _, .997q_ -.00009 2.99218 .99qgq 9.87665
9, 8 5 9, 90088 ,997 _3 , OOOqO 2,973 III • 99_ 87 9,92 637
9. 90 9.95062 o997qG J'ooq7 2,97290 .99q92 9,9760C
91.95 10o 00036 .997q9 .00029 2. 97778 .99q96 tO .02555
10.00 10.05011 .99753 -.00020 2.983qC .995£6 10.0750q
: 37
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TABLE A-6. PROBABILITY IISTRIBUTION WHEN aX = ay = _,
1
X2 _2+'_2 S -_(t 2+ _.2)
=_;F(s) = f te Io(Xt) dt0
G(N[RALZZ[D RAYL[ZGH DZS1RZBLTZON FUNCTZONI2|
Hi1)
LAHBDA
S 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
• O .OOCO0 .OOCG£ .0_C0( .(OCEC .COCO2 .00C£C .CCC/( .C_COC •0C0(0 .CGCCC
.1 .00q95 .Ofl_gG •0C_89 .00_77 .OQ_60 .OO_qO .C0_17 .CC391 .OC33Z .00333
• 2 -0198fl oQ1970 •C1941 .(189q .C1829 .0175C .01£51 .01_q -Olqk2 .£1326
• 3 .O_qCO .0q379 .0_315 •Oq211 .OqOG9 .0389_ .C36_3 .03463 .03218 .g2%1
• _ -07688 .C765Z .07642 .C7363 •0T120 .C6818 •C6q68 ,CEC76 .C565q .05Z16
• 5 .L175G .11695 .11532 ._126q °10900 .1Gqq9 .09523 .09336 .087:1 .CEC33
• 6 .16q73 .16399 .161T5 .1581C .15313 .lqGg] .11972 .1_171 .122_9 .1138C
,7 .217]fl .2183q .213q9 ,20883 .2Q2_8 .19_59 .1S537 .IT_C2 .16390 .1519q
.B .27]85 .27265 .2592q •25359 .25587 .2q628 .Z_SCq .222q6 .2C89_ .19q1c
• 9 .333C2 .33165 .32766 .32108 .31209 .30033 .28773 .27291 .Z5675 .23956
l.O -393q7 .39196 .387_5 .280C5 •36992 .35729 .3q2q) .22_81 •_C722 .2876C
1.1 .q5393 .q5228 *qq738 .q3929 .q2822 .qlqS! •35805 .379541 .359Z2 .337q5
1.2 .51325 .5115C .50628 .q977C .q9592 .q7115 .q53(_ .q_381 .qllTl .38835
1.3 e$/Oqq •56863 .56322 .55q8Z .5q207 .52668 .508ql .q8756 .qGq_9 .q3956
1.q .6zq69 .62285 .61737 ._0833 .59566 .58C16 .5Elq6 ._qccq .51$Z_ .q9037
1•5 .67635 •67352 .GG8fl7 .65997 .6_66q .63093 .6121_ .59C56 ,566q7 .sqolq
1.6 .7Z196 .72018 .71q6] .706C8 •69390 .67Qq8 o6599£ .63861 .(1q62 .588_
1.7 .76q29 .7K259 .757_6 .Tqgcz .73731 .722qZ .?O_SC ,6B3 TC .660Z3 .83q32
1.8 -8021C .8QCSC •795]( .7877q .77665 .76292 ,?qsq2 .72_51 .?C2_1 .67781
1.9 •53553 .8$qOq .82559 .9222Q .91187 .79867 .78263 °763M ,7q239 .718_Z
2.0 .06q66 .86331 .85925 .852q9 .8q)02 .83c86 .816£2 .1_866 .7 _sc .75s_5
2.1 •55575 .88853 .86q88 .87875 .87023 •$5920 ,8q568 .82967 .81117 .79023
2. Z -9110B .gZCO0 .96677 ._Ol3S ,85373 .88386 .8717( .8E723 .SqCq( .82121
2.3 *9289) .92805 .92523 .92Qq8 .91378 .90507 .89q23 .88138 .86627 .8q891
2-q -9q38? .5_3_6 .9q062 •_3652 .93071 •52313 .91369 *_6231 .888_2 .873_1
:•S °956C6 .95638 ._5330 .9q981 .9_qSq .5383Z .9_16 .92027 •9C85_ .89_86
2.6 .96595 .96538 .9636q .96C69 .9565C .9509£ .gqqc) .S_Sl .?ZS3_ °913_
2.7 .57398 0973_0 .57196 .96952 .96601 .96135 °95951 .gq83fl .93563 .92936
: 2.8 .58016 .979?7 .97857 .97658 .9737C .96986 •9E_98 .9[893 -95161 .gqzs?
2.9 *98508 .98_76 •98351 .98215 ._796_ .9767C .97268 .96767 .96156 .Sq2fl
3.0 .98889 .9886q .98788 .98658 .98q69 •98216 o978:T .57q79 .9697q .96362
3,1 .99181 .59161 •99101 .98958 •998q9 .986q6 .98383 .98CS2 .976_0 .97136
3.2 .99qc2 .99381 .993q0 •99260 .951q2 .58982 .9877_ .986_8 ._817E °977_
3.3 • 99564 .99556 .99520 .994158 .93367 .992q2 .99079 •98868 .98663 •9_273
3._ .99691 .99682 .99655 ,996C| •95637 .59qq1 .9931q .99 _9 ,989_C .98678
3.5 .99781 .9977$ .9975q .99718 .93665 .99532 ,99q9_1 .9_367 .992_3 •98997
3.6 .998q7 °998_2 ,99826 .9980C ,99760 ,997C5 .9963( .5_33 .99q(7 •992q6
3.7 *9989q .3989C .59876 ._9865 *99829 .99756 .99732 .J9656 .96562 .99q38
3,8 -5992? ._992k .99916 .995C2 .99880 ,9985C .998C_ ,9_?_3 ._96(0 .9951_
3.9 ._9950 .999qb .599q_ .9993Z ._3916 .998_q *9586_ .99823 .99768 .99637
q.O *99966 .99969 .99961 .9995q .999q2 .99926 .979(q ,9987q .9983q .99761
q•l .99978 •99977 .5997q .99969 099961 .999q9 .99533 .99911 •9_892 .598_3
_-2 -59985 •55985 ,99983 •99979 .99973 .99969 .9995q ,99938 •99927 *99888
_.3 ,99990 ,9999Q .99988 .99986 •99982 .99976 .99968 ._9957 •999_2 .99921
_,q -9999q ,99553 ,99992 .99591 ,99988 •9998q •99979 .$5571 ,_9960 .999q5
q.S ,95996 ,959_6 ,95995 ._999q .9_992 .9999_ .9998& .99980 .95573 .99562
q.6 .99557 *59997 .99997 ._9596 .99996 .59953 .9999( .5_987 •99962 •5957q
q•7 ,99998 ,999_8 .99998 .99998 *99997 .95996 .9999q .99591 .99989 *99982
q,8 ,99999 °99955 •59995 .79998 .99998 ,95997 ._99( ,9999_ .599_ •99988







s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
5.0 I.OCCO0 I.EOCC_ 1.CCCLC ._9999 .9959_ .55999 .q999E .9_98 ._99_G °99995
S.1 1.CO00C 1.OO00C 1.OCCCO 1._0000 .59_99 .99999 .99959 .99998 .9_958 .9999¥
* 5.2 I*OCCC_ I.CCCCC 1,OCCC[ 1.(OCOC 1.COCCC I.OCECC .999_ .9_595 .999£9 .99998
5.3 1.CCOCO I.QCCCO loOQQCC 1.00000 1.O00OO 1.QOOOO 1 _O00C .5_999 °9993] .99_19
S.q 1. OCCCC loOCCCC 1.CC00£ 1.[OCCC 1.COCCC 1.OCCCC ].CCCC[ I.CCCOC .999_9 °99999
5.5 loO00O_ 1.O00CO 1.OCCCC l._O00C 1.CCCCO 1.OCCO0 I _CO0_ 1.CCCOO I.CCCCC .99959
: 5sG 1.OCCOO I.CCCC_ 1.CCCCE 1.CC[_C 1.EOCC_ 1.CCCEC 1.¢CCC[ 1.EOCCC I-COCEC 1.CSCBID
5.7 1.O000Q 1.OCO00 I.OQOCC l._OlOOO 1.090_0 I.CCCO_ 1 _CCO_ I.CCCCC I.O_O_C _.O_Ci_O
5. B I. OCCOC 1.OOC_C 1.COOCE 1.CCCOC 1.CCCCC 1.OCCCC 1.CCCCE 1.ECCCC 1-080(C 1.CC_OC
5.9 1._COCQ 1.O00CO l.OOC_O 1._0000 1.00000 I.COQCO I _O00C I.CCCCO I.CCC_O 1.CQOC_
G.C I. OC_CC I.OOCCC 1.CCC_ I.CCCSC 1.CCCC_ 1.CCEEC Z. CfCCC 1.CC_CC 1.CCO_ 1.CCCC_
G._ I._CCCC I.OCOCO 1.OCOC_ 1._OCOC 1.O_OCO I.QCOQC t .CCDOC I .CCCQQ I.OCO;_ I.QQ_O
G.2 1. CCC_C I.OOCCC 1.CC_L[ 1.[OCCC 1.(CC_C 1.CCCCC I. CCO_( I.CC£CC 1.CCO¢C I.CQC_
_.3 I.COOCO I.O_OOC I.OCOCC I.OOCO0 1.O_OC_ I.QQOCC 1 .CO00_ 1.CCCCC 1.CCO_ 1.0000_
G.q 1.0_ 1.O00_C 1.OCO_( 1.EOCGC 1.ECCC_ 1.OCCCC I.CCC_( I.[CECC 1.CCO[C I.CCCC_
G.5 I.OOOCQ l,OOO00 I.OCOCO l.O000O l.O000O 1-OOOOC I.OO00C I._CCCC I.CO0_C I.O00CC
G._ 1. OCCCO I.OOCCC 1.CCOCE I.EO_CC I.EOCCC I.CCCEC I.CCGC( 1._CCC_ I.COOfC 1.CC_LC
6.7 I.CCOCC I.OCOCO I.OQOCQ 1.00000 1.00000 I-QOCCC I .COOOC I._CCCQ l.OCC_ I.OCCCO
G.8 I.OCCCO l.OOC_C I.CCCCE 1.(CCCC 1.CC_CC 1.CC_CC Z. CCCCf 1. CCCCC I.CCQCC 1._CBCC
6.9 l. OCO_O l.OC00O l.OOCCC I.COOO0 I.C0000 I*'_CCC I _OQOC I.OCOCO I.CO0_C _.C_C._C
7.0 1. OCCOQ I.OOCCC 1.COCCE I.[C[CC 1.[CCCC l. OCCC I.CCCC( 1.EOCI_ I.C_OCC 1.CC_£_
7.1 loOOO00 1.0C000 I.OCCCB 1.00000 1.00000 1.000C0 I _000_ I._CCCC I°CCOC_ Io_OCC
7.2 I=CCOOD 1.OOOCO 1.COQCC 1.COCCC 1.E0000 1.CCCEC Z. CCCCE 1.COCOC 1.COOCC 1.CC_C
7.3 I.OCOCO 1.0C000 1o000_C Io00000 1-00000 1.00000 I _OCOC 1.0000C I.CCQ_O I._OCCQ
7°q 1.OCCCC I°000_0 1.COOCE I°fiOCCO 1.£CCCC l. CCCCf I.CCCC( 1.(CCC_ 1.CCOC_ I.CCOCC
7.5 1.0C000 I.OCOCO l.OCCCC 1.COOOO 1._OOOO 1.00000 _ _OOO0 I=COCCO I_COO_I' I._OCCO
?.G 1.0£CCC I°OOCCC I.CCOCE 1.EOCCC I.E_CC£ I°CCCEC I. ECO_E 1-_C_C_ l.CCf'_ I, CO_C_
7°7 I°00000 I.O00CC 1.000_0 1.00000 1.00000 IoO000C I _0000 I._CC00 I.L.C_C l._JO_C
7.8 1.OCCCC I°O0_CC 1.OQO_E I-EOCCC 1.ECCCC 1-QCC_C I-CCCC( 1.(Glee 1.E_OE_ l. CO0(.k.
7.9 I.OCOOO 1.0000_ l.OOOCO 1.00000 1.000OO 1,0000C 1.00000 I°_LCCC !.OCO_C I,OOCCQ
8.0 I.OCECC I°OOCCC I.COOC_ 1.(OECC 1.CCOCC 1._CCCC Z*COCC( 1.CC_CC 1._OCC( I.CC_CC
_.I I.QCOCO 1.00000 I.O_OCC 1.00000 l.O000O I.C0000 I _CO0_ I.CCCCC I.CCO_C I.O_CCO
8.2 1.0000£ I°O00CC 1.CCOrE I*(OCCO 1.CCCCC 1.OCCCC hCCGCE 1.CC_CC I.CCCEC 1.C_CCC
$.3 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 I.COCQO l.OCOOC I.OCO00 I _0000 I.OCC_C l.C_O_C l.JOO_O
8.q 1.0CCCC 1.OOCCO I.OGOC_ 1.EC_CC 1.EOOCC 1.OCCCC 1. C000( I.CCECC I.CCOCC 1.CC_CC
$.5 I.COOCC I.OOCOO I.OCOCO i.:0000 1.0_000 1.00C00 I _0000 I.CCCOC _.COQ_C I.COCCO
8.G I.E_C_ 1.000CC 1.COOCE 1.(OCOC 1._CCCC 1.0CCCC 1. CCCC( 1.[C_CE 1.ECOEC I*CC_E_
8.7 I, _COCC 1.00000 l.OOO_O 1.00000 I.CO000 I oOOCCC I _0000 I .CCCC_ 1.000_ I._0_0
8.0 1._COCC 1.00CCC I.COOG_ I.fCC_ 1.(OOCC 1.CCC_C I.CCCC[ 1. CCCIDC 1.CCOCC 1.CO0_
8.9 I._CO_C I.O000C l. OOO_O 1.00000 I.OQOCO 1.C0000 I _O00Q I .OCCCO 1.00000 1.0OCCC
_.0 1.0CCO_ I.OCCCJ I*OCCCC 1.COCCO 1.f_0EC 1.OCC_C 1.CCC_[ IoCOCOC I*CCCCC 1._OOCC
].I hOCOCC 1.OOCOC I.OCOCO I._0000 1.00000 1.0C0C0 I _0000 I°OCCCC l.CCO_ 1.0000_
_.2 1. CCCCO I.O00_C I.CCOCE I.COCOB 1.ECCC_ 1.CCCCC I._CC_[ I.EOC_C I.COOEC I.C_
_.3 l._COCO 1.00000 l.O00C_ 1.00000 1,00000 l.OCCOO l.COOOC I.OCCOC I.CCO_C I.OQCCO
9.q 1. OCCOC I°CQCC_ I°COOCE 1.EOCEC 1.COCCC I*_CCCC 1.CCC_( I._C_C_ I.COOCC I*SCOCC
_.5 l. OCOCC l.O00CO 1.0C_00 1.00000 1._0000 1oC0000 I _O00C I.OCCCC I.CCO_C 1.COCC_
9°6 loOLCCO 1.COCCC I.C_CCC I°CCCCC I.(CCCE 1._CC_C 1.CC_Cf 1.rO_C_ loCCCCC I. CC_CC
).7 1.000_C I.OCO00 l.OOOO[ 1.00000 l.O000C l.OCO_ _ I _OOOO I.OCOCO I.O00CO I._OC_Q
9. B I. OCCC_ 1.OCCCC I.CCCCC I°(UECO I.ECOCC I.QCCCC hCCC_( I.ECC_C I.CCQ_C 1.CC_CL
9._ lo_CO_C 1.00000 l.OCOC_ 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 I _0000 1.0C080 1.0COCO I,OCCCO









s 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9
*0 .OOOQO .OOOflO .OOCOO .00_00 .O00OO .OCO00 .00000 .OOCOC .OCOQC .OQOCG
.2 .0C303 .00273 .002_3 -_021$ .C0188 .0C152 .C0135 ._0118 .CCO_5 .COOOZ
.2 .01Z07 .02088 .0C_71 .C0858 .00750 ,OOSSC .00558 .OCqTq .C0398 .0C332
.3 .02695 °02q35 .02175 ._1926 .(1508 .Olq6S *C1255 .C1671 .C0_C3 .COTE3
.q .Oq7SG .0q259 .f13850 *, 3qlq .02959 .02609 _ZZq7 .91518 *01621 .C1357
.5 .OT3q? .06GST °CSOTS .(5313 .cq68c .Oqooq .C353( .(3C22 .C256q .0215q
.G .loq3q .G_"675 .08533 *07611 °0£727 .05851 .05112 .Cq335 .037qq .0316C
*7 .13970 .12730 .11q98 .10253 .C5132 .0803C *L6998 *cccqq *0517q .Cq385
.8 .179G1 .16369 .2q835 .13337 .11883 .10q97 .051cJ_ .07923 .06866 .C5857
-5 *Z21TO .203q7 .1852( .18718 .lqOG5 .1328q .11652 .1C2T35 .C8832 .C7578
1.0 .2671Z .2qGlq .225D0 *20qoq .133_5 .16378 .lqq55 .1772q .11C75 .GO SOS
1.1 .51q62 .29113 .2673q .2q361 .22027 .15762 .17551 .1553q .136(8 .11825
1.2 .36353 .3378q .31169 .285_5 .259q9 .23q11 .205G? .186 :_ .1(_21 *lq3Sq
1.3 .51325 .385_8 .35TEq .32913 .3OC82 .2729? .2q588 .2 _8q .195C9 .17:81
l.q .qG28q *q3qG2 .qoq33 .37qlq .3q385 .31352 *28qql .2555C .2_858 .20;'87
l*S .51156 °q8228 .q51q5 .q199T .38811 °35628 .32q86 .29q16 .26qq9 .2361C
1.6 °55993 °52957 .qEBq6 *q6GD8 .q3310 .39990 .3668q .33q 28 .30253 .Z_150
1.7 .SC623 .57626 .5qq¥3 ._1196 .q7833 .qqq2C .qc552 .31$88 .3q239 .309T8
1-8 0650q1 .62098 .58377 .55710 .52330 .q8889 .q5365 .q1853 .38368 .3qEqq
l*g °69209 .66359 .63315 .E0102 .56750 .53285 .qo?sq .q61T9 .q25_9 .3905_
2.0 °73099 °70377 .67qq7 .6q325 .GlOq8 .57832 .Sqlll .$05_8 .q_888 *q3252
2.1 .78£89 .?q12q .713qc ._8353 .65183 °61853 .58389 .Eq822 .511Eq .qTSC8
2°2 .7_JE6 .77580 .7q969 .721qq °65115 .65511 .625_5 .5 5cq7 .55qqq .51770
2.3 .8Z927 .80T35 °78316 .75675 .72823 .65TT2 .66539 .63_B .59623 .SS93q
2.q .8557q .B351q .81370 .78932 .7627q .T3qOS .70337 .67C87 .63615 .6013_
;.5 067915 .8823C .8q128 ._IgC2 *79qEq .76781 .739C_ .2C831 .£_71 .Gqlq8
208 085963 .88382 .86591 .OqSOq .92355 .7990q .7723q .7q351 .71265 .680G0
Z*T 091737 .90352 .88TOg °86579 .8q973 .827qS .8C296 °77626 .?qTq2 .T2657
2.8 .93257 .92057 .50675 .SOQSG .87310 .85308 .83086 .606qO .77973 .75092
209 *oqsqG .93519 .9232q ._09q7 .89375 .BT556 .856C2 .83386 .8C9_6 .1828_
3.0 .95628 .9q759 .93739 .5_550 .51:81 .8561T .878q7 .85881 .83653 *81226
3.1 .96527 .99759 09q936 .93923 .927qq .9138q .8983( .8tC89 .8£C62 .83853
3 2 .97266 °96863 .559q2 .95086 .9q082 092912 .91562 .90C18 .8526T .86299
3,3 .9T8_8 057373 .96T17 .76C63 .95216 .5q221 .93C61 .5112C .9C1f6 -88qq5
3.q .983S2 .57952 .57q63 .9687q .56168 .95329 .9q3q3 .93192 .51862 .50337
3o5 098738 090qll .98022 ,575qc .a6957 .96259 .95q25 .5qqS3 .5331C .51985
3.6 .950q2 .98788 .58q71 .311082 37806 .37030 .963q0 ,95518 .9qEq5 .93_16
", 3*T .99280 °95080 .9683C ,98518 .5813q .97664 .9709_ .56qli .9555 7 .OqG3&
" 3*8 .95qGq .99309 .3911Z .98865 .98558 .$6175 .37715 .97153 .96q76 .ESGG9
3.9 099605 °99q|s .99333 .991q0 ,96897 .9655q 09822( .5176 1 .972C_ • 9653q
q*O 095711 .99620 059503 099353 099163 .5692_ .98625 058256 .975C2 097251
q.l *gSTOl .99728 .9963q .99519 .53371 .9938q .989q_ .98653 .982t$ .578_J
q.2 .95850 *55755 .99732 .556q5 .95532 .99387 .99203 098970 .98678 .58317
q*3 .59893 099856 .99806 .997ql .95655 *$Esqq .99qCl *59219 .989 _ -507C1
qoq .95525 .$9858 .95861 055812 .997q8 09966q .9555q ,9548_ .9528q 0990C7
qos .999q8 .99928 *59901 .99865 .99818 05978q .99672 .5556q .5542S .992q8
q*G .5996_ • 59950 059931 09990q ._9869 059822 .OgTEO .99(,79 099572 059q35
qeT °99975 .95565 °99952 .59933 .9950T .95873 .99821 .59765 .996 85 .9558C
q.8 .99588 .95976 .99967 ,79553 .95935 .99910 .59876 ,99830 099770 .99890




k 1.0 i.I 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9
5.0 .99993 .99993 °93985 .39978 .99909 .99950 .99938 ,7991q .99881 .99837
5.1 .99995 .99993 .9999C ,99985 ,99979 .99969 .99957 .99939 .99915 .99883
5.Z .99997 .99995 .99993 .39990 .95985 .95979 .99970 .99958 .999ql .99917
_*3 *99998 ,9999¥ °99935 .99993 .99990 .99986 .9998( °99971 .99959 .999q2
5.q .99955 ..99995 °9999/ .99996 ._959_ .99991 .995a6 °99980 .95971 .99959
5°5 .99999 ._9999 .99993 .99997 .999_6 .9995q .9993] .95587 .5998C °9997Z
5.6 .99999 .9_999 .99993 .99918 .999_7 .99998 .9999q .99991 .99987 °99981
5.7 1-OCCCC .99_99 ,99999 ,_9999 .9999B ,99997 ,9999E .9999q ,999_1 ,99987
9,8 1.00000 1,Q0000 1.00000 *99599 *999_] ,99998 ,95997 .99996 .9999_ ,39991
5*9 1.0C_CC 1.0000L I,_COCC 1,C0£0C ,99999 °99999 ,99998 .99997 ,559_6 ,9999q
6.0 1,_COCC 1,00000 1*00000 1.00000 1,00000 °99959 ,9999] .99998 ,9]997 ,99996
6*1 1,0CCCO 1,000_ 1.CCQCE 1,EOCCC 1.ECOCC 1.0_CCC ,99999 .99599 .999Eq *9999B
6,2 1,000C0 1.00000 1,000C0 1._0000 1,00000 1.00000 I _0000 .99999 ,99939 .99998
6,3 1,0ECCC 1.0COCO t,CCOCE 1,[0CCC 1,(CCCC 1.00000 1,CCCO[ I*CC_--.O ,59959 ,39999
G.q 1.00000 1.Q00C0 1.00000 1,00000 1.00000 ]*00000 1 _0000 1,CCCCO 1,000C0 .99999
G,5 1, OCC_C 1.00000 1,COOCC 1,[0£CC 1,[0000 1.CCCCC 1.0000£ 1,£0_CC 1.CC0£C 1.CDOCC
G.G 1,C0000 1,00000 1,0COCO 1,00000 1,COOCO 1,COCOC 1 _0000 1.00000 1,000C0 1°00000
6,7 1,0_C_ 1.00000 1,_OCC[ 1,[OCCC 1.(COCC I*OCCCC 1. COCCI 1,[CCCC 1,CCOCC 1,0000£
G.8 1,_CO00 1,00000 1,000_0 1.00000 1,00000 1,00000 1 _0000 I,OCCL-C 1.00000 1,0000_
6.9 1,OC_CC 1.000_ 1,COCCE 1,C0_CC 1.ECCCC 1,0_C_C l*CQQO[ 1,COCCC 1,000CC 1,CCOCC
?.0 1,[_000_ 1.00000 1.0CC00 1.C0000 1.00000 I*000C0 1,00000 1.0CCC0 1.O00GO 1.O00CO
7,1 1.CCCOC 1.OOCCC 1,0COC_ 1,[0_CC 1,_OCC 1.0CCCC I*CCOCf 1-£0_CC 1-CC0[C 1,CC_C_
7*Z 1._COCO 1.00000 1,000_0 1.00000 1,000CO 1*00000 I _O00C I*CCCOC 1.00000 1,000£0
?o3 1, C[000 IoOOCCC 1,0OOCE 1,[OCCC 1,[CCCC 1,0CC_C Z,CCCC[ 1,00[_CC 1,COC_C 1-CO_CC
?.q 1,00000 1,00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1,00000 1 _0C00 1.0CC00 1,00000 I,O00C. O
?.5 1.OC_CC 1.OOCCC 1,000_[ 1,_C_CD _,[COCC 1.OOCCC I*C_CCf I*[OC[:;C 1,COOCC 1,00_CC
?,6 1,00000 1.00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1.00000 I _000C 1.00000 1,0COGD 1.C000.0
7,7 1,00C00 1.000GO 1.0COC[ 1,_OCGC 1,(00_C 1,OCCCC I*_OCC[ 1*£000C 1,C00CC 1,0000£
?*8 1.000_0 1,00000 1,000C0 1,00000 1.00000 1.00000 1 _0000 1.00000 1,00000 1,_00_.0
?.9 1.0000_ 1,00000 1,0COC[ I*COCCC 1,EOC00 I*OOCCC I,CCCCC I*CCCCC 2,CDOCC 1,000£[
_,0 I*CCOC_ 1,00000 1.000C0 1,00000 1,00000 1.00000 I _0000 1.OCCGO 1,C_000 1,00000
8,1 1,0C000 1,00000 1,00CC_ 1,COCCC 1,[0000 1,CCrCC I, CC00[ 1,£C_GC 1,00000 I,CCO[_
9,2 1,00000 1,00000 I.JOCCC 1,00000 1,00000 1.00000 1_0000 1,00C00 1.00000 1,00000
8,3 1,QCCO0 1,00000 1.COCC[ 1,cOOCC 1,[0000 1,0OCCL I,CCOC£ 1,CCECC 1.CC0£0 1,COCCC
9,q 1,00060 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1.00000 1 _0000 1.GCCOC 1,COOCC 1,000[;0
_,5 1o0£000 1,00000 1,0000[ 1,(OCCO 1,EO00C 1,CCCCC hCCCC[ 1,[O_CC 1.C00[C 1,0OCr._
_,6 1,00000 1,00000 1,000C_ 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 I ,00000 1,0CCC0 1,00000 1,_0000
8,7 1,0C000 1,00000 1,0000[ 1o[0C00 1,[0000 1,00_00 1,[CCC( I,_CCOC 1,C00£C 1,000[_
_,8 1,000G0 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 2,00000 I _0000 I,GCCGC 1,0COCO 1,00Gr.o
8*9 1,0000_ loO00CC 1,000C[ 1,COCCC I*COOCC 1,000C0 1,CC_©[ 1,CCCCC 1,C00£C 1,000C¢
9*0 1,C0000 _,00000 1,00000 1,C0000 1,00000 1,00000 1 _0000 loOCCCC 1,COOGO 1,00000
9,1 1,00000 1.000C0 1,0000£ 1,[OECC 1,C00_C 1,OOCOC 1,¢C00C 1, COCCC 1.C00£C 1,000_0
9*2 1-C0000 1,00000 1,000G0 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 I _0000 1,0CCGC 1,00000 1,0001;0
%3 1,00000 l*OOC_ I*COOCC 1,£0000 1,_0000 X,OOCCC I,CDQCE 1,CO[_ 1,0OOCC 1,000r._
_.q 1,C0000 1.00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 I _0000 1.00000 1,0000_ 1,00000
S _OCOCO 1,00000 1,000GC 1,_O[CC 1°C0000 1,0_0£C 1,0000( 1o000CC 1,000£C 1, CO0_C
9,6 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1 _0000 1,0CCGO 1,0000_ 1,00000
_ _OCCO0 1,00000 1,0000_ I,COCCO I,COOCC 1,00000 I,CCOOC 1, COCOC 1,_00[C 1, COOt.X;
9.0 1, C0000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 1,00000 I _00 nn 1,00000 1,COOCO 1,COOCO
9.9 1,0C000 1,0000G 1,0000C 1,C000_ 1,(OO©C 1,000C0 1,00©0( 1,COCCC 1,C00[C hOOCC_




2.0 2.1 _ 2 _ 3 2.4 2,5 2.6 2.7 2.8 _.9
.0 .00C00 .00006 .0000( .COCOC .C0_0 .OOGC_ .0000( .00CCO .O00CC .0000_
._ °00068 .00055 .o00q5 .00036 .00028 .00022 .C0017 .00C13 .OOOlC .00008
.2 °002¥3 ,00223 .0018C .¢olqq .C011q .0C05© °C001( .O0(_q .0ooql .OOO_
• 3 .00623 ,00505 ,00q13 ,00331 ,00253 o0021137 ,00161 ,00125 ,OOiiYJ5 ,00072
,q ,01125 ,OOg2q ,00751 ,(0605 ,coqo3 ,00381 ,C0298 ,C0231 ,0017? ,00135
.5 °01753 .01q78 .0120$ .00077 .00763 .00522 .00q89 *003 |1 .O0_Jq .00225
.6 ,02642 ,02185 ,01797 ,(lqG2 ,Cl178 ,005qC ,CoTqq ,00583 ,coqs2 ,003q8
,7 ,03589 ,0307q ,02539 ,021076 ,01683 .01352 _1076 ,008q9 ,DOGS3 ,00S1_
• 8 ,OqgS2 °04150 ,03qq7 ,(2838 ,02318 ,01873 .01561 ,011.q3 ,0i_J39 ,C_t32
• 9 ,06_q7 ,05q37 ,GqSqG ,03758 ,03096 ,02522 _2036 ,01625 ,01252 -01056
1*0 ,08109 ,06953 ,0585q ,(q886 ,cqo4q ,03316 ,02559 ,02_7 ,017qC ,01_'_
1,1 ,10153 ,0871q ,G7388 ,CG21Z ,05179 ,0q282 _3510 ,02853 ,0224J9 ,011L37
1,2 ,12455 ,10733 ,05155 ,(776q ,06522 ,osq3q ,0449( ,(3578 ,029|8 ,02qC7
1,3 ,lS01q ,13019 ,11153 ,055S8 .08051 ,06754 _5558 ,0q673 ,03027 ,03106
l*q 017835 015576 ,13q95 ,11501 ,(q91131 ,00379 ,07033 ,C5856 ,Cq835 ,03959
1,5 ,20523 ,lsqos ,15057 ,13920 ,119G6 ,102(35 ,0866q ,072q7 ,06033 ,Oq_ll
1,5 ,2q253 ,21q95 ,1690q ,16500 ,lq292 ,12285 ,10q75 ,_88E3 ,07q39 ,06152
1,? ,27836 ,2q835 ,22000 ,156q5 ,158|9 ,lqG2S ,12Sn ,1077_ ,05_70 ,07512
1,8 ,31613 ,zoqcq ,253q2 ,2zqq8 ,197qC ,17229 • 1q92_ ,1282_ ,109ql ,_J258
1,9 035564 ,3217q ,28509 ,2579q ,22850 ,20095 ,175ql ,15196 ,130G4 ,111q3
2,0 ,$9550 ,35113 ,3267q ,293G1 ,26200 ,23213 ,20q11 ,17824 ,15qqq *132"/qJ
2,1 ,q3830 ,qO18q ,3550_ ,33123 ,29769 ,26558 ,235q3 020710 .18003 ,15671
2.2 .q8_$5 .qq3qq ,q0652 .3Tcq5 .33528 .30139 ,269C3 .238qq ,2C9_ .18321
2.3 °52292 .q8551 .4q807 .qlOg4 ,37qq7 ,33697 .30476 .27205 .24120 .21225
2,4 ,5(48_ ,52755 ,q890_ ,qs225 ,41486 ,37812 ,3423_ ,30785 ,2"Pill ,24375
2,5 06055_ .56923 .5318_ .q9397 .95605 .q1844 ,38145 .34594 .31070 027751
2,6 ,54569 ,61060 ,$7321 ,53559 .45763 ,45554 ,42172 ,38453 ,34830 ,3163q
2,7 °58385 069548 ,62371 ,57552 ,$3913 050058 046273 ,4247q ,38736 ,3S(YJ9
2,8 °72006 ,68733 ,65292 ,(1709 ,58011 ,$4232 ,50466 ,4i557 ,q2 753 ,38995
2,5 ,7sqoG ,72322 ,65048 ,55605 ,62027 ,5831q ,5q527 ,50850 ,45939 ,q3012
3,0 ,7655q ,7SSG ,72508 ,69335 ,558_2 ,62301 ,$8552 ,5q196 ,50955 ,q7092
3,1 ,$1467 ,78817 ,75948 ,72870 ,65595 ,68155 .62582 ,58850 ,55050 ,51257
3,2 ,84108 ,81691 ,79048 ,7618q ,73110 ,65641 ,6639E ,5250q ,590 _ ,5528q
3,3 ,85485 ,B4304 ,81855 ,79258 ,76900 ,73331 ,70055 ,66623 ,53028 ,56311
3-q ,68605 ,86156 ,8qq83 ,82051 ,79452 ,76600 ,76535 ,1£272 ,LG532 ,66237
3,5 ,90476 ,88751 ,85511 ,99647 ,82253 ,79630 ,767M ,737_ ,7 0455 ,67025
3*6 .52109 .50598 .8808q ,86953 .84757 .02qll .70796 .16955 .?3gCC .705q4
3.7 .93512 .52209 .50711 .85007 .87084 .84936 .A2557 .77995 .77115 .7q054
308 ,9q716 ,$3509 ,923Cq ,_815 ,89119 ,87205 ,8506q ,82593 ,000_1 ,77263
3.5 .95734 .9q768 .53579 .92352 .90511 ,15223 .87317 .OSlilq .02|20 .80224
q°O _56587 °95753 ,qssq ,53753 ,92473 ,51000 ,89315 ,87q21 *852_5 ,82531
+ 4,1 ,57293 .95565 .95847 .9_515 .53821 092598 ,510 j° ,89409 .87517 085355
q,2 .97873 °57332 ,96679 .95897 °5q571 .53683 .92518 .9]_9 .89q25 *l?SC|
4,3 ,g8344 ,$7904 ,97367 ,96715 ,95543 ,55023 ,93Sail ,52682 ,51230 ,89571
4,4 ,58722 ,5835e ,97532 ,S7465 ,95751 .559|6 ,55011 ,53996 ,92746 .51257
4.5 .99026 ,98741 ,5_390 ,97958 ,97430 .56791 ,5SCI25 ,55226 .94046 ,52759
4,5 ,95260 ,95037 ,96758 ,_8411 ,97582 ,97450 ,5582_ ,96062 ,55158 ,94055
q,7 .Ssqqq *99271 .99G51 .98774 .96q30 ,58004 .57489 ,_,853 .56097 .95157
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